Too many errors around coefficient C1 in asymptotic of sequence A002720
(Václav Kotěšovec, 28.9.2012)
Main result: I found bug in program Mathematica!
Sequence A002720 in OEIS is number of n x n binary matrices with at most one 1 in each row and column
or number of non-attacking placements of k rooks on an n x n board, summed over all k >= 0 (see [2], p.212).
Formula is simple

Values of this sequence are also special case of Laguerre polynomials
Right asymptotic expansion is

Therefore

In program Mathematica
Limit[(n!*LaguerreL[n,-1]/n^(n+1/4)*Sqrt[2]*E^(n-2*Sqrt[n]+1/2)-1)*Sqrt[n],n->Infinity]

But Mathematica wrong output (in versions 7 and 8) is 13/16

This is BUG !!!

But this is not all. Try same computing numerically, for example
N[Table[(n!*LaguerreL[n,-1]/n^(n+1/4)*Sqrt[2]*E^(n-2*Sqrt[n]+1/2)-1)*Sqrt[n],{n,1000,10000,1000}],20]

Or, with more terms and better precision (elapsed time was ~ 1 hour):

This is right !
31/48 = 0.645833
13/16 = 0.8125

Also with original sum are numerical results same (only computation with LaguerreL is faster)

Similar numerical results produced also program Maple (unfortunately symbolic evaluation is not possible)

and following output is from program Maxima (only n=100 is possible)

Under Mathematica I tested function Hypergeometric1F1 yet, because

but results are same (probably same way in program):

BUG

numerically OK
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Now is time for historical note. Main term in the asymptotic expansion found Oskar Perron in 1921, see [3].

In 1985 W. Van Assche published more detailed asymptotic expansion for Laguerre polynomials, but with
wrong term C1 (see [4]) and in 2001 the same author published correction (see [5]) with right term C1

In our special case is

and therefore

For more details see [6], p. 3.

Recurrence for A002720 is

Program Asymptotics.m by Manuel Kauers generated asymptotic expansion from the recurrence.

Term C1 is right! We must only select the dominant particular solution (in this case is dominant a second
expression).
Remark: This program don't compute the multiplicative constant.
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But this is still not all. I tried Maple package Algolib yet, with excellent function equivalent by Bruno Salvy.
With help of Maple module gfun we can find differential equation for generating function from recurrence
using rectodiffeq and then use dsolve. Recurrence relation is necessary transform for exponential generating
function.
New recurrence is

This is right, exponential generating function is

Result from function equivalent we must multiple by n! (factorial). We obtain

Main term is right (and multiplicative constant is in closed form!), but second term is wrong,
C1 is not 5/6, but must be 31/48.

Note, that without success is in this case also excellent Maple package AsyRec by Doron Zeilberger. Problem
is probably in Birkhoff -Trjitzinsky method for A002720.
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Finally one more remark. Another approximation of A002720 with Bessel function exists. But important is
that this is not identity.

Now we find C1 with same system as in case of LaguerreL.

But this is not bug!
Numerically

But 1/16 = 0.0625 and this result is right !

Asymptotic is not fully identical with A002720, only main term is
identical.
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